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least 100M, out and back.  FRB
looked pristine in his whites as he
searched for the start, in
completely the wrong direction of
course.  The Off was not long in
happening and it was cheery for a
while finding ourselves in the
company of re-assuredly
dependable, durable, stalwarts of
similar SH3 vintage to Pink Pussy
and me – the likes of Bumble,
Mrs.Robinson, Doug the Tub,
Ear Trumpet and Strumpet – and
– yes even Gibber.  Side stepping
the pools and small streams was
clearly not going to succeed for
long but it was (who else but)
Popeye splashing through who
pointed out our futility.  From
then on the water level was
variously between ankle and shin.
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The trail unfolded as a left
hander, flour OK and all was well
with the world.  A bit of black top
in Effingham gave a point of
reference and then splashing off
towards Bookham Common.

As returners, we were very
conscious of our recent runs where
the pack slowed because of heat
and perspiration.  Followed by iced
drinks and food in the warm dry
evening air and eventually a circle
lasting ½ hour.  My mind went
further back to my first hashing
days in the arid desert of North
Western Australia.  I had heard that
they hashed in England but it was
incredible.  How can you do this in
cold and wet and mud?  Right on.
After 27 years with SH3 it turns
out that rain on a Sunday between
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The weather had not been
clement for several days and was
particularly uninviting this 6degC
morning.  But “We Never Close”
is the spirit and responsibilities
are to be taken seriously,
otherwise reputations do suffer.
Like us, Cap'n Web waited in the
comfort of his car until the last
possible moment but with the last
shower just clearing, Hairy Buns
was out donning several layers of
protection and camouflage to
resemble a scarecrow.

At the car park a fairly sparse
group huddled under waterproof
hoods and umbrellas.  Lord
Raleigh was decked out in his best
bin liner and at least looked like he
was going to give it a good go.
G&T was ready to give hell to at

11 and 1 is more rare than you may
expect.  Discount the summer rain -
it's not too unpleasant.  But today
proved my thesis – cold squally
rain on an al-fresco event is not
much fun. What have Pink Pussy
and I returned to I am asked?

Anyhow we trudged on quite
jauntily.  Tosser turned up out of a
side turning, still feeling flushed at
last week's successful trails and
commiserating with Gibber about
the beer shortage. I caught up to
HdS and found Puffer breaking
sticks to make up arrows to help
back-markers.  This made me realise
I had become one.  Then there was
a significant back check that I
solved and was suddenly at the
front, or so I thought.  Anyhow it
was not late, had to be near the end

of the run and here's 5YO Shit to
chat to.  So our group floundered
on happily but a large dark cloud
took out our sunshine …  more
and more, darker and darker.

We were in sight of the cars
when the rain started to fall
heavily.  Through the gloom I
could make out a small number of
thick raincoats dashing towards
their vehicles.  It seems that those
hangers around who never ran and
possible a few front runners,
decided to have the circle and go.
It was the briefest circle in SH3
history and probably with the
smallest of numbers.  Ask some
of the following – Olive Oil, Red
Eye, Ratty, Ancient Mariner and
Hare Eater and today's hare
himself.  Anyway, good luck to

them – they got away dry.  For most
of the pack still coming in and not at
all late, it was a damp and confusing
experience – Stilton, Golden Balls,
Atalanta, Clever Trevor and
Terminator.  We found some beer
and mugs and some tried to change
clothes and shoes in the increasing
downpour, so no reason to hurry,
huddled under the small roof of the
notice board.

And so it was the end, for us
anyway.  Dr. Death had done his bit
very well but the unfortunate timing
of the weather left us bedraggled and
in disarray.  It seems that Mrs. G
had the best idea staying in her car
then going to Waitrose for a coffee!

To finish on a bright note, driving
back on the M25 there was the most
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Directions:

The Receding Hare-Line
Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details
Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: onsec@surreyh3.org
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A3 from Guildford and exit at Milford turnoff. Follow signs for
A283 (Petworth Road); continue on A283 through Whitely
and Wormley. As you approach the Green at Chiddingfold
bear left and park by the Green as appropriate.

1809 13-Dec Bodyshop Chobham

1810 20-Dec Mother Brown Leatherhead

1811 27-Dec Desperate Dan

1812 03-Jan Atalanta Ockham
1813 10-Jan Simple

1814 17-Jan J Arthur

1814 24-Jan Doug the Tub Waterlooville

Run 1808

Date 6 December

Hare Goldenballs

Venue Chiddingfold

On-On The Crown

OS/SSA SU962355 / 172 6f

Postcode GU8 4TX

Scribe Popeye

New Longsleeve SH3 T-shirts
Bonn Bugle now has images of new design SH3 shirts for
perusal.  Order yours now. Ladies and mens fittings.  All can be
personalised.
 Jingle Bell Hash —Now with generous Benefactor!
 December 20 at G&T’s place.  Festive nosh.  FRB is super-
generously providing beer and wine in celebration of his many,
many, many years of hashing!!!  Don’t wait until the last minute!
Dig out your twee little bells now and jingle along with the pack!

1815?..Waterloo(ville) party)?...January?..Wha..?
Whatever... We are celebrating  SH3 run number 1815 in Water-
looville (Hampshire),  at the SH3 “Xmas party”; weekend of Jan 23,
2010.  Fancy dress this year, so start planning  your “Napleonic”
1815 attire now.  MIsmanagement is working hard to make this a
cost-effective, value-for-money special event.  Details soon.!

brilliant double rainbow ever.  A real wonder, but soon followed by
even heavier … grey … wet … lashing … splashing............
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Lost Stuff
If you lost or misplaced stuff at the Beerfest in Peaslake, con-
tact Gibber Gurney.  He has collected: white boot style run-
ning shoes, sky blue fleece, and track suit bottoms. Maybe
they are yours???
UNWANTED GIFTS..... (still)  WANTED!
If any hashers have any unwanted gifts (funny or otherwise)
that we could use in a Lucky Dip at Jinglebells Hash, please
bring them (wrapped) to the hash.  All proceeds to go to An-
cient Mariners Cancer Charity.   Thanks—Sister Anna

Mother Brown

Dead batteries were given out free of charge.

Being burned at the stake is a rare experience but is seldom well done.

Bakers trade bread recipes on a knead to know basis.


